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Let .S generate the gror p G. The Cayley diagram of the generators S in G is a directed graph 
denoted by Cay(S). In thi: najjer. we study the existence of hamiltonian paths and circuits in 
Cay(S). In particular, we give sufficient conditions for the group G to have the property that for 
every set S generating G, there is a hamiltonian circuit in Cay(S). Two new conjectures are 
presented. Many questions are still open. 
Let S generate the finite grc-up G We define the directed graph Cay(S), the 
Cayley diagram of the generaforms S in G, as follows. The vertices of Cay(S) are the 
elements ;~t’ G. The directed arc (x, xs) with initial endpoint x and terminal 
endpoit .: xs is in Cay(S) whenever x E G and s E S. 
Sevcrl4 authors have studied the existence of hamiltonian paths and circuits in 
Cq 6’. Yankin [ 19,201 obtained a necessary and sufhcient condition for the 
exisiLi:pe 0,’ a hamiltonian circuit in Cay(a, b), whenever (&I-‘) s(a, h}, and has 
published other re*;ults on the subject. Holsztynski and Strube [7] gave several 
examples of Cayley diagrams with and without hamilzonian circuits, and proved a 
number of existence theorems. Restricting their attention to certain 2-generated 
groups, Housn Ian [S], Ca‘llian and Marttila [S], and Klerlein and Starling [ 11,121 
have done WOI ic tin the existence and enumeration of hamiltonian paths or circuits 
in Cay(a, 6). riapaport [21] has Z%SO shown an interest in the problem. 
Nijenhuis and Wilf [I& pp. 5S, 288-2891 asked which groups G have the 
property that for all generating sets S for G, Cay(S) has a hamiltonian path. (We 
then say that every Cayley diagram in G has a hamiltonian path.) They slso 
reported that the Cayley diagram of {( 1 2), (1 2 It 4 5)) .in the symmetric group on 
five letters has no hamiltonian path. According to Nathanson [17], Milnor 
constructed a counterexample to a conjecture of Nijenhuis and Wilf that every 
as 2 hamilto ’ pat ut it is true, as 
olsztynski and Nathanson [7, Theorem 3.31 have shown, that every Cayley 
has a hamiltonian path. 
er 
or 
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information on two other related problems: sequenceable groups, and complete 
mappings. 
In thi:, paper, we stud:,, the existence IIf hamiltonian paths and circuits rn (‘ayley 
diagrams. We begin with a result cl1 C’ayley diagrams in arbitrary finite groups, 
&hen con+der parricular classes of Lnite groups. For example lie show that evLly 
Cayley diagram in a dihedral group ha: 2 +L. 4tonian path, and that every Cayley 
diagram in an abelian P-group has a hamiltonian circuit. We also briefly consider 
Cayley diagra:ns in infinite groups. 
es 
All groups iri this paper (except in Section 7) are finite. We use o(a) to denote 
the order of the group element a. When H is a subgroup of =i group G. we let 
)G : H\ chtite the index of H in G, thus 16 : IfI = IGj/lHl. 
If S generates the grcup G, but no proper subset of S generates G, then S is 
said to be a r)zinin~l generating set for G. v ‘& will often assume, without any loss 
of generality, that S is a minimal generatmg set. 
We will write Cay(S : G) for the Cayley diagram of S in G whenever it is 
necessary tc, ;ii-.chasize the group G, such as when considering a factor group of 
6). 
For convenience, we let k *(Xi: 1 s s II) denote the concatenation of k copies i 
of the sequence (Xi: 1 s i S- n ). ‘Thus we have 3 ::: (a, k) = (a, b, ~1, h, a, h). The sign 
(#) indicateL, deletion of the last element of a sequence, e.:;., 3*(a. b)# = 
(a, b, ~1, h, a). The following illustrates yet another notation which 5 often useful: 
Our graph theoret’c terminology follows Berge [I]. In our usage, “graph” is 
synonymous with “t lrected graph,” and “arc” means “dil*ected edge.” An edge 
(denated [x, y]) is at! arc (denoted (x, y)) whose direction is temporarily $nored. 
A c/zair~ is any walk along the edges of a graph. An eleinentary cycle is a chain 
which elcoenters no vertex more than once, except that the two endpoints of the 
chain are the same vertex. A path is a chain in which no arc is traversed in the 
wrong direction. A circuit is a path whose two endpoint< are the same vertex. A 
corznerted graph is a graph that contains a chain from x tc; y for each pair x, y of 
distinct vertices [see 1, Chapter 11. 
A sequence [x,, x2, . . x,,] is a list of the vertices encountered in a chain, 
whereas a sequence (a,, Us. . . . , a,,,) ir:dich;es the cs. In Cay(S), ewh arc of t 
form (x, xs) is labelled s, and we ma! assume any in (a,, aZ, . . . , a,,,) has init 
endpoint e, Le., 
3. 
For a group 6, let Ca( G) denote tale cardinalit) of the smalle!.t generating set for 
G. We conlecture that for every (iontrivial) group 6, there is a generating set S 
for G, such that IS(= d(G) and Cay(S) has a amiltonian circuit. (Klerlein [ 101 
conjectured ‘4 we;iker version of this.1 It is not difficult to verify t 
groups [see 10, Theorem 31. The conjecture is also true fo any group with a 
2-element generat:ng set in which one of the elements has o,der 2: Rankin [20. 
Theorem 3.1(i)] t~s shown that Cay(a, hl has a hamiltonian circuit whenever 
(ah --‘12 = e. (However, we should point out that the derivation of [20. Theorem 
3.l(ii) and (iii,] is faulty.1 Thus, it is immediate that the conjecture is true for the 
symmetric groups, the alternating groups, and ;nany of the known finite simple 
groups. The following is a result in tnis direction for arbitrary groups. 
For any gro~lp G, rhere is u generating set S for (3 swh tlwt 
ISI s 4d( G!’ and Cdy(S, has a harniltonian circuit. 
Proof. Let G = (T), where ITI = d(G 1, and assume IGla 3. It IS a direct conse- 
quence of work of Watkins [22, Lemma 4.13 that Cay(S) is 2-connected (a graph 
K with at least three vertices is 2-connected if K\x is connected, for every vertex 
x’ of K), and Fleischner [3] has shown that the square of any 2-connected graph 
has a hamiltonian cycle, so Cay( Tj2 has a hamiltonian cycle. (The squaw K” c>f a 
graph K is an undirected graph: K2 has the same vertices as K. and distinct 
vertices x and y are a+acent in K’ if there is a chain of length ~2, in K. from s 
tc y.‘) Put 
S = (a. ab 1 a, b E T U T ‘, ah # e), 
where T- ’ = {t- ’ 1 te 7’). Then Cay(S) h as t wo oppositely directed arcs corres- 
ponding to each edge in Cay(T)‘. so any hamiltonian cycle in (‘ay( T? corres- 
pond? to a hamiltonian circuit in Cay(S). It is trivial to verify that (S( ~4clKh2. 
be 
For future reference, we record two useful results fro 
latter is not stated in its full generality here.) 
(Holsztynski a 
diagram in an abelian or hamiltorziun 
(Rankin [ 19, 
. Uzoose an integer 9 
~a~~li~to~lia~~ circ 
sutisfies s c .4 f tn -F s. 
Holsztynski and Strube [7, p. 2671 suggested it is likely that an abelian group G 
is a p-group if and only if every Cayley diagram in G hds a hamiltonian circuit. It 
is true tiiat. every Cayley diagram in an abelian p-group has a hamiitonian circuit 
(see Corol’lary 6.2), but the following example shows that the other half of their 
statement is false. 
le. If p > 2 is prhe, hen every 2ayley diagram in Z2 
hamibtenian circuit. 
root. Suppose Zz@Z,%&, = (a, h). We have o(ah -‘) \2p, and !<a, b):(ab--“)I 2 
p 3 3, Since at least one of any 3 consecutive integers is relatively prime to 2p, it 
follows from Theorem 4.2 (Rankin) that Cay(a, b) has a hamiltonian circuit. 
Let a = (1, 0, 0), b = (0, LO), and c = (0, 0, 1). If S is a minimal generating set 
with $123, tl- lLcl some autr,;;ro:phism of Zz @B, @ Z, iarries S to {a. b, c). The 
sequence 
p 51: ([p-- 11 * h, a, [p - 31* c, a) 
is a hamiitoman circuit in Cay(a, b, CL 
If G !las c1 subgroup Iv of index 2, such that every subgroup of IV is 
nomal in G, :hen ezlery Cayley diagram in G lzas Q hardtonian path. 
Let S be a minimal generating set for G. By induction on n = ICI. we will 
show that there is a hamiltonian path [e, x1, x2, . . . , x,,_ ,] in Cay(S), such that 
x,._: $ N. To begin: choose some b E S\N, put H = (S\(b)), and let n2 - :!-I\. 
First, suppose H< N. Note that H is either abelian or hamiltonian. (A 
hczrniltonim group is a nonabelian group in which every subgroup is normal. If L 
is any subgroup of [-I, then I_, s N, so L u G, and hence I_+ e H.) Thus, by Theorem 
4.1, we may let (a,: 1 6 i s ~2 - 11 be a hamiltonian path in Cay(S\jb)). Since 
H a G, the sequence 
1 :k ((a,: 1 S i C 111 - I), I))# (1) 
is a hamiltonian path in Cay(§). 
We may now assume I?$ N. By the induction hypothesis, since H n Rr is a 
“good” subgroup of index 2 in pi, we may let. (ai : 1 +r_ i s m - 1) be a hamiltonian 
path in Car@\(b)), such that a,a+, l 9 (I,,, ,$ IL. To show that t 
is again is hamiltonian path in Cay(S), it is enough to show that the partial 
roducts of the sequence are distinct. To this end, let h = a, 
a,a2a, 0. *a,, where O+&)G: 
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To do tatis, we will first show N = (HJ n N, hb). Because h = a, u2a3 - - - a,,, ,$ N, 
and h 1 N and IG : IV1 = 2, therefore Plb E N. We have G = (H, b) = (H I I Iv, h, h). 
Let A4 - (H nN, hb, II’). Then MS N, so M 46. Also (M, b) = G, and b’ E M. 
Hence lG : MI ~2. But MS N and (G : N) = 2, so we conclude that M = ZV, i.e., 
N = (If n ZV, hh, b2). Since b2 E (hb)K2 and h2 E H n N, therefore N = 
(N n N, hb). 
From ~&EN and (hbVE(ai 1 lci<m)= we conclude (Id# E N n N. And 
because N = (pi n N, Czb) (and N n N CI NJ, this implies IN : H n NI is a divisor of 
k. Therefore k = 0, since IG : H( = iN: N n Iv( and k C= 1G : HI. 
my 5.2. If G has a cyclic subgp~p of index 2, then every Cay/e~~ diagram in 
G has a harniltonian path. In particular. every Cayley diagram in a dlhedvai _group 
or generalized quatenzion group ha:, a kamiltorzian path. 
. Let N be a cyclic subgroup >f irldex 2 in G. Because IG : N) = 2, therefore 
N 4 G [9, Remark 3.3, Chapter I, p. 131. Every subgroup of a cyclic normal 
subgroup is normal [6, Problem 13, p. 531, so every subgroup of N is normal in G. 
‘Thus, Theorem 5.1 applies. 
We conjecture that every Cayiey diagram in any metacyclic group has a 
hamiltonian path. (The group G is ntetacyclic if there is some cvclic normal 
subgroup N of G such that G/F! is also cl’c!ic.) 
Holsztyriski and Strube [7, p. 2701 conjectured that every Cayley diagram in a 
dihedral group has a hamiltonian circuit. The following theorem show\ that this 
conjecture can be settled by considering only generating sets which consist 
entirely of reflections. 
eorem 5.3. Let T U F generate a dihedral group, where every element of T is a 
rotation, and every element 0: F is a reflectinn. If Cay(F) has a harmlto~:iarl circuit, 
then Cay(TU F) has a hamflton~an circuit. 
s u) b: a hamiltonian circuit in Cay(F). Let (t, : 1 6 j d el) be a 
hamiltonian path in 
(see Theorem 4.1). T 
is a hamiltonian circuit in Cay(T U F). 
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or0 lf S generates B dihedral group and contains no rnort: than 2 
re_flections, then Cay(S) ~G!S a hamiltcnian circuit. 
HoIsztyrii;ki and Strube 17, Proposition 6. I] showed that if p is prime, ?lt”n every 
Cayley diagram in Lhe dihedral group of order 2p has a hamiltonian cbrcuit. We 
extend this result as follows. 
‘tori 5.5. If ii is divisible by at most 3 distinct primes, then evety Cayley 
diagram iv. ithe dihedral gpup of order 2n has a hamiltonian circuit. 
roof. INrite DZn = (t, f 1 t” = f’ = y Theorem 5.3, Corollary 5.4. and 
the assumption on n, we may assume that S is a minimal generating set of the 
torn: S -= {f, ft”. ft”}. Let p be the largest prime divisor of n. BecalJ\e S is minimal, 
p is a divisor of u, iI. or u - u. We may assume p 1 t u - d. Since at least one of any 
p + 1 ccnsecutive mtegers is relatively prime to n, it follows from Theorem 4.2 
that Cay( P, tL’ :(:)j has a hamiltonian circuit (ii: L 6 i 6 n). Then ((f. ftil: 1 s i s az) 
is a hamiltonian circuit in Cay(S). 
Holstyriski and Strube [7, Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.21 showed that every 
Cagley diagram in a cyclic p-group or an elementary abelian p-group has a 
hami!tonian circuit. They also conjectured that every Cayley diagram in any 
r)-group has a hamiltonian circuit ‘,7, p. 2701. 
S is nonernpty and generates a p-group 
Cay{ Sj has a harniltonicrn circuit. 
whose commutator 
roof. ‘Let G =(S) and induct on ICI; we will assume ICI> 1. Let G’=[G, G] be 
the commutator subgroup of G. 
We begin by showing that for some a and b in S, the commutator [a, b] of a 
and b generates G’. To accomplish this, put 
T = {[y, z]: y, z E S} U [G', G]. 
Now ‘1” generates G’ [9, Lemma 1 .l 1, Chapter 111, p. 2581, and 6’ is a cyclic 
11 -group, so G’ = (t) for some t E T. If G’ = (e), there is nothing to prove. 
Otherwise. since [cl’, G] < 6’ 19, Theorem 2.6, Chapter III, p. 2621, we conclude 
that t# [G’, G]. I Hence t = [a, h] for some a, b E S. . 
Let d = IG : (G’. c2 %)I. where K’ S - {a-‘~: s E S). Noting that a” E (G’, a- ‘S), 
we may write a” = gs, where g E 6’ and s E (a--%). ut x = a if &;I’ = (8:): put x’ = b 
otherwise. In &her case, we have x E S, and we claim that (xad-“S) = ((‘7, a- ‘S). 
rbw this, we begin by establishing that ci’ = ([x, a-“]& as fo 
G’= (g), then x = a, w ([x, a - ‘]g) = ([ a, a _ ‘]g) = (g) = G’. So we may now assume 
G’$L (g), i.e., x = b. Let P = (y” 1 y E G’}. For all z E Y, we have G’ f(z) if and 
onlv if _: c ? because 6’ is a cyclic p-gryp. So [a., L]$ P and g E P. Now P is a 
subgroup 6;’ (because 6’ is abelian) and subgroups of cyclic normal subgroups 
are normal [6, Problem 13, p. 531, so P Q G, hence P = a-‘Pa. Since [a, 6] if P = 
a -‘Pa, we have [!I. K’]= ~[a, b]a-’ $ P. Because g E P, then [h, a-‘]g$ P, i.e., 
G’ = ([b, tz --‘I&. 
Having achie*/ed the minor objective, the following string of equalities verifies 
the claim: 
ha “~2S)=(ra-f ‘,a-%) 
:= (a -‘x[x, a-‘]gs, a-3) 
= ([x. a-Q, a ‘S) 
= (6’. a ‘S). 
We may assume that § is a minimal generating set. Now \(a- ‘S)\{e}( < jSl. and 
every minimal generating set for G has the same cardinality as S (because G is a 
p-group) [9, Theorem 3.15, Chapte: III, p. 2731. Therefore (a-%)< 6. It then 
follows from well-known properties of the Frattini subgroup [9, Theorem 3.2a, 
Chapter III, p. 268, and Theorem 3.14a, Chapter III, p. 2721 that {G’, a-%)< G. 
Since (xa d-3S) = (G’, a-‘S), we assume by induction that there is a hamiltonian 
circuit, say. 
(12,: ~~i~F?1)=(Xad-2Si: I~~~FTz) 
(where each Si E S), in Cay(xad%. Define the sequence 
We now show that the partial products of the sequence (gi : 1 c i s n );‘# are 
distinct. Suppose g,g,g, . l l gu -= g,g2g3 . . * g,, where o~U~U<FZ. Since a-‘&iE 
a-% for each i, we have 
a “-14 E !L+1g,+2 l l l g,(G’, a-%) = (G’, a-%). 
And thus d 1 (II - u), since the coset of a generates G/(G’, K’S). Because of the 
block structure of (gi: 1 < i G n ), we may therefore assume that ti 1 u. Then 
h,hz l - * h(,,d) = g,g, ’ l ’ & = glg2 ’ l * & = I& ’ ’ ’ h(,,,i,. 
Hence u = U, since the partial products of (hi : 1 s i s F?l)# are distinct. 
t now follows that (Ri: 1 - I 1 -= ’ -=I n) is a hamiltonian circuit in Cay(S), since 
II = 1Gi. each gi E S, a Rlg2 * * * gn = e. 
oring it’ trivial case Cay( e ,‘ollowing corollaries. 
Every Cayley diagram irt an ahelian p-g:;m.q3 or a nzerwcyclic 
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circuit. 
3. If (S) is a p-group with I(S)1 s p3, then 6ay( S) has a hamiltonian 
We note in passing that this author has also been able to show that every 
Cayley diagram in a group of order p4 has a hamiltonian circuit. 
In this section, we cor:slder the existence of hamiltonian paths in Cay(S) when S 
generates :,n infinite group. We begin by defining two types of hamiltonian paths 
in infinite graphs. 
Let D be a countably infinite directed graph. A one-way inj%fe harniltonian 
path in R is a sequencing [xi: 0~ i ~301 of the vertices of D such t lat D contains 
an arc with initial endpoint q and terminal endpoint 4, I, for every i. Similarly, a 
two-way infinite hu&!~onian path is a sequencing [xi: --act i <m] of the vertices 
of D such that the arc (xi, q+J is in D, ior ealsh i [see 15, Section 1 (or 13, p. 31; 
or 16, pp. 167-M)]. 
The following theorem shows that there is an uncountable family of countably 
infinite groups G such that every Cayley diagram in G has an infinite hamiltonian 
path of each type. 
If S generates a countably infinite abelian group in wtzich every 
element bus ;bnrte order, then Cay(S) has both a one-way infinite and a two-way 
infinite harniltonian path. 
of. Let G = (S) = {gl, g,, g,, . . .}. We first show that Cay(S)\F is strongly 
connected, for every finite subset F of G. (A directed graph D is strongly 
connected if for every pair of distinct vertices x and y, there is a path from x to y.) 
Given x, y E G\F, pick some s E S\(F, x, y), and let k be the least positive integer 
such that sk E (F, x, y}. Now Cay(F, x, y) is strongly connected, since (F, x, y) is 
finite. So we may let x(ai: 1 G 12 -= VI) be a path from x to yswk in C;?jr(F, X, y>, 
where the pret;x x in our not;ltion indicates that the path has initial endpoint x. 
Then 
x(s, (a, : 1 S i C m), [k - I]* s) 
is a path from .c to y in Cay(S)\F. 
VVe inductiviAy construct a one-way indinile hamiltonian path [xi : 0~ i <m] in 
Cay(S). Let FZ~) = 0, x0 = @. @hen the seque?m? [Xi : (16 i s r&], we let g be the 
element of the sequence (gI, g,, . . .) which does not occur in [xi : 0 < i .s nk 1. P!ow 
x’;: fl,, Siink.,, ] be a path from x,,, to g in 
)\{Xi: Osi<P2k)s 
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In this way, we ensure that [x, : 0 s i -CC x] is a one-way infinite hamiltonian path in 
Cay(S). 
A two-way infinite hamiltonian path can be constructed similarly, by adding to 
both ends of the sequerce at each step. 
We conclude with two examples of infinite Cayley diagrams which do not have 
hamiltonian paths. A graph D is said to be k-divisible if there is a finite set F of 
vertices of D such that D\F has at least k infinite components [see 15, Section 1 
(or 16. p. 169)]. (A component of a graph is a maximal connected subgraph.) Note 
that any graph with a one-way infinite hamiltonian path must be 2-indivisible, and 
a graph that has a two-way infinite hamiltonian path must be 3-indivisible [I 5, 
Section 11. 
les. ( 1) Let S bc any finite set generating tne infinite additive cyclic gt-3up 
Z. Then Cay(S) is 2-divisible, so it has no one-way infinite hamiltonian pat1h. But 
Cay( 1 :Z) clearly has a two-way infinite hamiltonian path. 
(2) Let S be any finite set generating a free group of any rank greater than 1. 
Thzn Cay(S) is k-divisible for every k, and therefore possesses neither a one-way 
infinite nor a two-way infinite hamiltonian path. 
The author would like to thank Professor Joseph A. Gallian for his help and 
guidance. This research was done under his supervision in an Undergraduate 
Research Participation program funded by the NSF (Grant Number: NSF/SPII 
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